
Colour
The Language of Love



As vital as our heartbeat,
colour helps us really come alive.

Join us on an exploration of colour
through the eyes of love.





Red
The love of

action, success and feeling strong

Red it a perfect colour to help you discover your passion,
what stirs your heart and fuels your desires.  Red offers the
missing piece so you can leap into action.  II motivates.  Red
gives you the sense that “I can do this”.  Red encourages you
to make a difference, even leave a legacy.

Red dares you to get out there and be seen.





Coral
The love of

community and coming together

With Coral, more can be achieved as you do things with
others.  There is nothing so rewarding  as working co-
operatively and bringing out the best in each other.  Coral
helps you realise that together is much better than alone
and lets everyone do their part.  It’s so good to be
appreciated and involved..

Alone we can do so little

Together we can do so much”

Helen Keller





Orange
The love of

friends, celebrations and good times

A really blissful colour, Orange invites
you to embrace life to the fullest.
Enjoy your friends, celebrate the good
times and party.  Family, friends, food,
fun and flamboyance.  What gets you
excited and enthusiastic?

Orange invites you to embrace it all
and have a ball.





Gold
The love of

wisdom and discernment

Gold encourages you to explore what feels right
for you and to follow your own insights.  It is
important to treasure who you are and honour
your own inner wisdom.  Does a certain action or
thought feel good for you and for others?.  Does
it bring you joy? What do you
feel in your gut? You may also
have a fascination for
exploring ancient wisdom.





Yellow
The love of

laughing and having fun

There is a whole science of laughter and how good it is
for you.  As they say, “Laughter is the best medicine”
and Yellow invites you to
laugh long, loud and often.
It’s  a brilliant colour for
lifting your spirits and
putting you in a cheerful
mood. Yellow is also
fabulous for study and
focus.





Olive
The love of

hope and possibilities for positive change

Olive is a beautiful heart colour and is often chosen by
people who will stand up for what they feel is right and
just.  They are quite progressive in their views and
wonderful optimists.

Olive invites you to embrace
hope, trust and welcome
change.





Green
The love of

space, Nature & all that Grows

Green is perfect if you find yourself at a crossroads and are
seeking some direction for the future.  Best place to get the
space to do this is to go out into Nature.   Surround
yourself in the green of the park or the forest.  Even try
some Forest Bathing.

Green, the space to
breathe deeply and make

decisions





Turquoise
The love of

being free and being your own unique creative self

There is a freedom in Turquoise that is so enchanting and
liberating.  There is also a wonderfully and uniquely creative
spark in you that loves to express itself and inspire others.

Another of the heart colours,
Turquoise invites you to find an
outlet for you to share what
makes your heart sing and
uplift the hearts of others.





Blue
The love of

peace and feeling relaxed

Blue is so soothing and helps you really chill out.  Blue
helps put you in a space of quiet contentment.  When
you slow down you discover your superb listening skills.
Others feel very safe with you and can share their
deepest thoughts and
feelings with you.  They
trust you.-

 Communication skills are
your forte.





Royal
The love to

dream and imagine all things are possible

If you can dream it, it can happen!  Royal Blue supports you
to move beyond everyday awareness into the world of
dreams and extrasensory perception.

This is the space of
inner silence,
inspiration and great
intuition.





Violet
The love of

connecting to Spirit and service to others

Violet is a brilliant colour for transforming yourself, your
situation or the way you view it.  Violet helps you to
surrender to a greater awareness and a sense that you are
not alone.

Violet is also a wonderful
support for those
committed to help others
and  involved in any
service industry..





Magenta
The love of

people and gratitude for all things

A colour of gratitude and grace, Magenta offers a love
beyond the personal, reaching out to all people.  A very
humanitarian colour, Magenta helps you find the miracles
in all aspects of life, especially the small things.   It is about
putting your love and awareness into the moment by
moment aspects of life.
Finding daily pleasure
and meaning throughout
each day and sensing
greater forces at play.





Pink
The love of

being in love, and of hugs

The colour of love itself, embracing, accepting, tender,
caring and kind..  All living beings need love.  We crave
it.  Get into the Pink, put on those rosy glasses and look
at life through the eyes of love.   And don’t forget to
include yourself in that love.

Love feels SO good.





White
The love of

a new start, seeing things clearly

A feeling that you can ride off into the sunset, leaving
the past behind, welcoming a fresh start - a new
beginning.  You feel light. Suddenly everything is clear
now.  You now know what is truly important.

Enjoy the liberating clarity of White





Pearl
The love of

 pearls and appreciating the
beauty that comes from experience

The radiance of Pearl reminds us that, even though life has
its challenges, we can shine more brightly if we draw on
our inner strength and keep believing in ourselves.  Pearl
reflects the beauty that comes with experience.

Discover the pearls you
have created through

living the ups and
downs of life.





Black
The love of

mystery and mystique

There is no limit to what you can
imagine and explore with Black.  The
unknown, the infinite possibilities are
all part of its mystery.

Get into black if you want to create a
sense of your hidden power and
sophistication.



We love to veg out



Grey
The love of

being fair and neutral

Grey is the total antidote to getting ‘hot and hairy’ about
life and things that happen.  Grey offers a great gift of
being able to calmly observe
and be accepting of
differences.

At the same time it is a
protective barrier against
disruption, allowing things to
seemingly keep on going the
way they were.





Silver
The love of

reflection and being still

Just being still and gazing at the silvery light of the moon
helps you feel the gifts of Silver.   That inner stillness, the
inner calm is a
beautiful place to be.
Often you see and
sense more than you
can in the full light of
the sun.  Take time to
enjoy that beautifully
reflective part of
yourself.





Metallic Gold
The love of

abundance and excelling at all you do

It’s all about having a heart of gold and putting your heart
into all you do.  This means  you can thrive and excel, not
just for yourself but as a shining example and encourager
of others.

Gold helps you shine brightly
and really bring out the best
in others through your
positive outlook.





Brown
The love of

being close to the earth and feeling safe

It’s hard to beat Brown when it come to generosity and
genuineness.  It brings out a love of the earth and of helping
others feel welcome and secure.  Always there, always
available to lend a hand, with good, wholesome values.



with our love and best wishes for
your happiness

the founders of Drop into Life™

www.dropintolife.com.au

Celebrating  love  on
Valentine’s Day


